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a single guy who meets Lalita in London.n They have a short romance and promise to meet again in six months, but .n
leaves as he is finishing his studies and his mother is due to come.is now n is dating e (later he marries her), and both
are imbued with sympathy for each other. The Cotton Clover is Chavez's first novel in The Real Love Letter series,
first published in the United States as a book, and then published as a novel, later published in the United States and
Canada. The series includes stories that describe sexual relationships between homosexuals of different ages. The
author of the cycle is an American journalist (born in 1948) Mark Chavez. He writes for magazines and newspapers
such as The New York Times, The Atlantic Monthly, Washington Post, Rolling Stone, Detroit Free Press, Time,
Harper's Bazaar, Vogue and others. The prehistory of the cycle began in 1980, when Chavez spent a year in London and
attended a party with his friend Lalita. But soon after returning to his homeland, this topic became an obsession for
him. But because he was afraid that this would be the reason for his arrest, Chavez decided to publish the "True Love"
cycle, which was heard. Although the novel was supposed to be published as a collection of short stories, it was
subsequently cut from it and published as a separate work. In almost all of the stories, Chavez used homosexual motifs
to some extent, in particular, but not exclusively, four of the six stories are about relationships between two men. The
book was published by the American publishing house "Macmillan" in 1986 and was immediately sold out in the
amount of 20,000 copies. A year later, Chavez went to Paris, where he continued to work on the continuation of the
cycle. He completed it in 1990 and published it in the form of two books "Dolls" and "Real Heart". In the book "A
Doll's House" the author, as it were, "prophesies" that real sex in the future, in his opinion, will be replaced by virtual.
To implement this idea and write such a novel, Chavez had to transfer to paper the story of his long sexual youth. In
addition, the novel features his favorite subjects quite often - "sneaker
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